Performance of five ultrasonic transducers modified for efficient atomization.
Performance of five ultrasonic transducers modified with different shapes of electrodes is investigated for efficient atomization. A circular silver electrode, which is conventionally used as standard on a transducer, is chemically replaced with five shapes of silver electrodes (circular, toroidal, singlet, doublet, and cross). Each electrode reflects its precise shape on the water surface and statically forms characteristic three-dimensional geometry of a water column. The modified electrode also affects the dynamics of this water column, generating two types of wobbling on the column and inducing three types of atomization depending on the shape of the electrodes. Statistical analysis indicates that the shape of the electrode on an ultrasonic transducer affects the speed of atomization, showing that the singlet electrode exhibits the highest speed of atomization (4 mg/s). The mechanisms of atomization are analyzed from the viewpoint of energy transformation with reference to mass transformation of the oscillating liquid, indicating that the vibration energy of the transducer is transferred to the water film through resonance, consuming this vibration energy with four kinds of energy such as kinetic energy of atomized mists and work function of atomization, which are defined in this study. This analysis clarifies why the speed of atomization increases with a decreasing amount of water on the transducer. Application of the appropriate shape of an electrode will greatly contribute to the fields of engineering, medicine, and biology where various types of atomization are highly desired as the situation demands.